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the subjunctive does not appear to mean what it means in independent
clauses, we can explain the difference as a result of the effects of con
text.

The subjunctive has other uses in French, and its range is in fact
quite similar to the English subjunctive's earlier range. It occurs in
noun clauses after impersonal verbs expressing necessity, compulsion,
suitability, possibility, doubt, and emotion, and it occurs in adverbial
clauses after conjunctions expressing purpose, time limit, and conces
sion. In some of these uses modality is clearly practical. In others, mo
dality may seem doubtful since a theoretical mood would seem equally
appropriate, but the doubtful cases do not entail that the subjunctive
does not or does not always signify practical modality. In French, as in
English, mood is obligatory, and one mood or another must be chosen,
whether it is fully appropriate or not. That the notion 'practical' is ob
scured in some uses is again attributable to context.

The French indicative and imperative are sufficiently like the English
indicative and imperative semantically that I will assume without fur
ther argument that they can be described in accordance with the theory
of two modalities. The indicative signifies theoretical modality and
nothing else. The imperative signifies practical modality and that the
state of affairs represented is for the addressee to bring about. It is also
syntactically restricted, as is the English imperative, though it allows
first person plural subjects.

The French conditional mood is remarkably like the English peri
phrastic construction of would (or should) and the infinitive. Histori
cally, it too is a periphrastic, composed of an infinitive plus the finite
auxiliary habere 'have' in the imperfect indicative. The Latin phrase
cantare habebam 'to sing I was having' ('I had to sing') becomes
Modem French (je) chanterais 'I would (should) sing'. The morpholog
ical connection between the conditional endings and the imperfect in
dicative of the verb avoir 'have' is still apparent. The semantic connec
tion is no longer apparent, but presumably the following changes took
place: habere in Latin has the basic meaning 'have, hold'; it develops a
weakened sense 'obliged' (compare English I have a song, I have a
song to sing, I have to sing a song, I have to sing), which sense implies
'prospectiveness' and 'futurity'. With a form signifying past time, like
the imperfect, the word signifies either a past obligation or a past pros
pect, and no doubt is often indeterminate between the two. The devel
opment is parallel with the development of English shall. Latin cantare
habeo, with present indicative habeo, first means 'I have to sing', then
'I shall sing'; Latin cantare habebarn , with imperfect indicative habe
barn, first means 'I was having to sing', then 'I should sing'.
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The indetenninacy of the modal habere makes it impossible to be
certain of an exact sequence in the semantic development. Even in
Latin, habere has occurrences in which only prospectiveness, and not
also obligation, is meant. The sense 'obliged' must have preceded the
sense 'prospective', but by the time the verb becomes a conditional
ending, we cannot tell whether modality is practical or theoretical; we
cannot tell whether the fonn conveys a notion of compulsion and so
represents a state of affairs as a past necessity, or whether it conveys
only prospectiveness and so represents a state of affairs as a past pros
pect. I assume that the Modern French conditional signifies theoretical
modality because the auxiliary habere is inflectionally indicative origi
nally, and once it loses its earlier sense 'obligation', no form conveying
practical modality remains. Also, the accompanying conditional clause
in Modern French has its verb in the imperfect indicative, which I as
sume signifies theoretical modality, and I see no reason to assume that
manner of representation in the two clauses is different. Making the
semantic development even harder to trace is that habere has another
closely related sense, 'have in mind, intend', and the French future and
conditional fonns could just as well have developed from this sense,
with the fonns paralleling the semantic development of will. In any
case, the notion 'past' conveyed by the imperfect makes the question of
correspondence between words and world closed, whether the auxiliary
is interpreted as signifying 'past and necessary (intended)', 'past and
prospective', or 'past and necessary-prospective (intended-prospec
tive)'. Habere, being forward-looking, has the same effect on the im
perfect as the English subjunctive has on the past tense, causing its im
plication 'closed' to replace its earlier meaning.

Although French has four moods and English only three (perhaps
two), the modal systems are quite similar semantically. Our theory of
two modalities allows us to describe what the moods of the different
languages signify in a way that reflects semantic similarities but is con
sistent with differences in distribution. Our theory also helps to account
for historical change in French. The conditional mood replaces the
Latin imperfect subjunctive as a form expressing 'imagined possibility'.
The Latin subjunctive, a practical mood like the English subjunctive,
produces the notion 'imagined possibility' when combined with the im
perfect just as the English subjunctive does when combined with the
past tense. The process of replacement, in which one originally practi
cal modal substitutes for another, closely parallels the same process in
English, in which the auxiliaries shouLd and wouLd substitute for the
past subjunctive. The indetenninacy of the French conditional in the
early stages of its development (or perhaps even now), like the frequent
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